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Jennifer Martin, age 35
Career: Middle School Teacher
Marital Status: Married
Children: 2
Hobbies/Interests: Running, 
Painting, Art, Hiking, Movies, 
Spending time with family.
Background: Canadian, 
Middle-class 

Bio: Jennifer - like her house and residing country’s 
ethos - associates herself with brands who offer simple 
and quality design. Being sustainably conscious, she will 
make an effort to buy less and buy recycled/recyclable 
where she can. 

When Jennifer is not working she is spending time with 
her children or doing a hobby/interest of hers. Jennifer 
also spends lots of her time working outwith Middle 
school - grading students papers or attending 
extra-curricular events. She lives with her family in 
Central Copenhagen, medium-sized, traditional 
Scandinavian tenement flat.

Design Methodology: 

My methodology for an innovative and 
challenging product design is as follows:

1. Simple and clean (Scandinavian)
aesthetic inspired by the above
moodboard.

2. Develop a technical engineering design
that is robust and efficient. So that the user
can ignore any operation/maintenance.

3. Create a usable product that requires
little-to-no learning curve to understand
and use on a daily basis

Jennifer is in a pay bracket where she can afford 
products that are mid-to-high range and truly believes 
that it is worthwhile paying for well made and robust 
products/services. This is due in part to her focus on 
sustainability and her environmental impact. 

The above generation moodboard is a collection of 
Scandinavian-styled products and inspiration based on 
the design brief. The products pictured complement 
Jennifer’s kitchen and overall style, some of which she 
might use on a daily basis such as the helmet and/or 
speaker.

House/Style: Tenement-style 
apartment based in the suburb of 
Østerbro, Copenhagen. Simple and 
clean aesthetic based on the 
minimal material choice and basic 
form characterised by 
Scandinavian design. 

Persona

Olivetti
Valentine Typewriter

Teenage Engineering
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The Guggenheim
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Kitchen ReferenceTenement Reference

Bang and Olufsen BeoPlay M3 SpeakerPOC Omne Air Spin AVIP



swap layout - control on right, oven on left?

Successful Concept

Key Functionality

To provide the target 
user/market with a bread 
maker for traditional-styled 
loaves and breads at the 
quality standard of a bakery; 
including freshness, taste and 
aesthetics (no paddle marks).

Rough Sketch #1

Developed Concepts

Rough Sketch #2

Embodiment

The design and technical layout of 
the bread maker was determined 
by the target market and the 
persona from the previous page.

The layout was also determined by 
a series of concept development 
and generation through the form of 
analogue and digital sketching. 
This method of embodiment 
allowed me to consider the 
physical and technical constraints 
associated with the form and 
layout of a bread maker.

Innovative and creative features 
include rotary dials will control key 
variable such as crust, size and 
bread type.

Successful Concept

Bread pan area featuring 
the bread mixing and 
insulating oven with the 
heating element. Below 
this area is where the 
mechanism beind the 
bread mixing is situated.  

This area 
represents the 
space I have 
dedicated for the 
drive and operation 
of the motor; this is 
where the gearing 
and the coupling 
will be placed.

The pink area 
illustrates where I 
will place the 
controls and large 
touch display. I will 
also attempt to 
house the PCB 
beneath the 
display on a 
bracket.  



Detailing

The detailing section will describe 
and discuss the different details I 
have featured in the design of my 
bread maker and all of the parts 
associated with different types of 
materials; specifically plastics and 
metals.

I will also illustrate the specifics of 
the various mechanisms featured 
in my Bread Maker. This includes a 
brief explanation of the drive 
mechanism which is responsible 
for the paddle rotation and hence 
bread-making function.

Moreover, I will illustrate the 
unique features which set my  
Bread Maker apart from the typical 
and standard products on the 
market. All of which were lead by 
the previous pages of research 
and embodiment.

I have referenced a series of 
guides and papers which have 
helped me to design my parts with 
considerations for 
manufacturability and structure. In 
an attempt to improve the overall 
design and engineering of the 
assembly; in both manufacturing 
engineering viability respects.

Plastic

Bosses: Bosses are areas of a part where 
fixtures such as bolts or screws are housed, 
plastic parts can use bosses for two 
functions - either as a guide or base 
constraint for the bolt/screw head; or as a 
threaded insert for the bolt/screw itself. 

Referencing the above images¹, we can see 
that bosses are required to be rounded 
designs with chamfers or threaded inserts 
to house the bolt’s/screw’s thread in order to 
capture the screw. I have utilised this and 
ensured that I have rounded all of my 
corners to create a strong structure. So too, 
the outer diameter must be 2x the nominal 
diameter of the screw’s/bolt’s thread. The 
wall thickness must also match the bosses 
wall thickness.

Elsewhere, I have attempted to mainting consistent 
and concentric corners throughout all of my plastic 
parts. This helps to minimise the stress concentration 
associated with 90° angles, shown in the above 
diagram. 

For example, the 
hinge features a 

shelled design 
where the outer 

fillet is 1.5x the wall 
thickness, and the 
inner fillet is 0.5x 

the wall thickness.  

The same reference/guide, 
mentioned previously, 
recommends any logos/text 
are to be embossed. 
Originally having a debossed 
logo, I swapped this to an 
extrusion of 0.5mm. This 
will help to lower the detail 
for injection moulding. It 
also improves the aesthetic 
of the external body.  

1.5mm

0.5mm
wall t. = 1mm



Detailing

Continuing on with the Plastics 
section, we move on to Ribbing.

Ribbing: Ribbing is a method of 
improving the stiffness of a plastic 
part whilst still maintaining a 
typical wall thickness determined 
by the material and process 
associated with the part. I have 
used my external cover part again 
to best describe this detail 
because of its use of corner and 
vertical ribbing, shown to the right 
of this text.

I have also referenced the same 
document/guide to help me to 
design various parts in my Bread 
Maker. Ribbing is most effective 
when the corners at the base are 
rounded to create a gradual 
transition from the wall material to 
the rib. This prevents ‘sink marks’ 
which are illustrated to the right. 

Ribs also taper to prevent, again, 
sinking of material due to an 
excess of material in the specific 
section being ribbed. 

Metal is the predominant material in my Bread 
Maker assembly, meaning that it requires a variety 
of processes - and details - to satisfy a well 
designed and engineered component. I will 
describe and explain main details for the sheet and 
cast metal in this section of Detailing.

Referencing a sheet metal guidance document², I 
considered my hole dimensioning to prevent 
distortion of drilled holes. If a hole is too close to an 
edge / multiple edges it can hinder the dimensional 
accuracy of holes that are to be used for fixtures, 
axles, etc.

2.6mm

3mm

1.2mm

Metal

Sheet

Cast

Base Plate

Element Bracket

I referenced a metal casting broadsheet³ to aid my 
design for a cast part within my assembly. I utilised 
detailed considerations such as filleting to prevent 
sharp corners; this 
consideration 
prevents a high 
thermal gradient 
when casting which 
can affect the stress 
properties of the 
metal component.  

Motor to Insulating Coupling



Mechanisms

My Bread Maker assembly 
features two technical 
mechanisms which I will discuss in 
this section.

I will illustrate and demonstrate 
the operation of the coupling 
mechanism and the gear train 
which attaches to it. Both of these 
operational diagrams together 
describe the entire mechanical 
drive operation for the bread 
maker. This covers the mechanical 
side of the bread-making and 
excludes the electrical operation 
of loaf programming, speeds, etc.

The coupling mechanism operates 
similarly to a typical bread maker coupling 
drive, beginning from the motion delivered 

from the gear mechanism:   

1. Gear Spindle/Axle is rotating due to the angular 
motion provided by the gear mech.

2. Brass bushing provides a concentric constraint to 
the spindle/axle allowing it to rotate about its central 
axis. 

3. The Insulator Coupling Driver (attached to the 
Gear Spindle/Axle) engages the Bread Pan Coupling 
Driver.

4. The second brass bushing provides a concentric 
constraint to the Paddle Spindle/Axle allowing it to 
rotate about its central axis.

5. The Push fit Bread Pan Oil Seal provides a seal for 
the entire system and the bread pan; this part is for 
preventing leakage.

1. Motor provides angular velocity to the Motor 
Gear fixed to the motor’s spindle.

2. The Motor Spindle pulls the Belt Drive around 
its outermost surface.

3. The speed of the belt drive is translated to 
the Gear Reduced Wheel which is fixed to the 
Gear Spindle/Axle.

4. The Gear Spindle/Axle then translates the 
angular velocity its gained to the Coupling 
Mechanism System. Which provides the 
paddle’s motion for bread-making.

Paddle Spindle/Axle

Bread Pan Oil Seal

Brass Bushing

Bread Pan Coupling Driver

Insulator Coupling Driver

Brass Bushing

Gear Spindle/Axle

Motor Gear 1
1

Belt Drive
2

Gear Reduced Wheel
3

Gear Spindle/Axle
4

234



Part of the challenge associated 
with this project was my approach 
to redefining our understandings 
of a typical bread maker and 
improving the design of individual 
components in turn reducing part 
count /production energy. This 
was in an attempt to improve the 
sustainability and carbon footprint 
associated to the product’s life 
cycle.

Alongside this ethos, I wanted to 
stick to my original ideations and 
concepts as they would be end up 
as defining qualities and unique 
features. The functionality and 
usability of my Bread Maker model 
is based around the large display 
unit and three command dials 
situated to the right of the model. I 
believe this means of input is 
wildly different from anything 
presently on the market. It is an 
innovative feature which 
drastically improves the Bread 
Maker’s form and function.

The Rotary Dial System shown above 
includes all of the components required 
for the rotary dial’s operation and 
aesthetic. It is comprised of a rotary dial 
assembly which provides the mechanics 
and electrical connection to the PCB; a 
rotary dial cover which allows the user 
to control and manipulate settings for 
bread-making; and finally a insert which 
helps the user to identify each control 
and their different functions with 
reference to the display.

Rotary Dial Insert

Rotary Dial Cover

Display Seal

Display Glass

Display Assembly

PCB/Motherboard

Rotary Dial Assembly

3x Main Control Buttons

6.8” LCD TFT Display

Unique Features



Structural Analysis

1st FOS study: FOS for 1060 Al Alloy < 3. Therefore not suitable.

2nd FOS study: AISI 314 Steel evaluated a constant FOS of 3. Therefore suitable.

Free Body Diagram

Von Mises Stress of 2nd interation: Max Von Mises stress
 < Yield Strength. Therefore suitable

Structural Analysis relates to the 
Free-body diagrams, force 
analysis and material selection of 
select parts in my Bread Maker 
model. This analysis is carried out 
through Solidworks’ Simulation 
add-on and has helped to design 
characteristics such as section 
size and material choice. This 
section of the design process has 
enabled me to iterate parts based 
on their mechanical properties; 
such as strength, stiffness and 
weight.

Structural analysis is a form of 
optimization which allows for the 
constant improvement and 
mitigation of stress for problem 
areas.

I have focussed on two parts 
where I believe the optimisation 
and mitigation of stress (and other 
structural factors) should be 
carefully considered as they are 
most critical to the Bread Maker’s 
functionality and efficiency of 
operation.

For the Bread Pan Handle I used the mass 
properties function to determine the weight 

(mass x gravitational field strength) of the 
bread pan system w/ a typical loaf of 500g 

inside. Due to the variety of loaf sizes/weights 
I doubled the weight of the system to ensure 

a factor of safety:

The first FOS study resulted in a minimum value 
of 1.166 - this is too low to consider as a viable 
option. With this in mind I changed the material 

to AISI 314 Steel and increased the diameter by 
1.4mm. This had the effect of doubling the FOS 

to a viable value of 3.

Mass:

Bread Pan = 875.34 grams (0.875kg)
Pan Coupling = 252.32 grams (0.252kg)
Average Loaf = 500 grams

Total =  0.875 + 0.252 + 500 = 1.63kg

Weight:

Weight (F) = m (mass) . g (gravity constant)

F = 1.63 x 9.81

   = 16 N

30 N was used as it was roughly 2x greater
than the calculated weight.

  F = 30 N

68mm 68mm



Structural Analysis

Study 1 - Von Mises stress > than Yield Strength. Not suitable.

Study 1 - Max displacement = 2.24mm, not suitable for dimensional accuracy.

Study 1 - min. FOS = 1.5x10^-1, nowhere near the req. min. of 3, unsuitable.

Study 2 - Added Indentation which increased stiffness and decreased bending 

Study 2 - Max displacement = 0.13mm, suitable tolerance and accuracy.

Study 1 - min. FOS = 2.7, very close req. of 3 whilst mainting manufacturability.

Study 1 Study 2

  F = 9.81 N   F = 30.8 N54mm 86mm

For the 2nd part I decided to 
focus on the base plate which 
contains the fixtures for the 
majority of the drive gearing, the 
insulator tin and motor on the right 
side. This posed a challenge 
considering the amount of small 
holes posing a threat to stress 
concentration and the large areas 
of uniform thickness.

To improve on study 1’s results, I 
designed a smooth vertical 
extrusion which limited the 
displacement due to force - shown 
in the displacement study 2 graph. 
I also reduced the diameter of the 
cut extrusion for the spindle as it 
didn’t need to be as large, this 
played a role in improving the FOS 
result. To improve accuracy I made 
finer mesh control over the force 
sections. Shown Below:

Free Body Diagram 2



Structural Analysis

The material choice was a key 
consideration during the structural 
analysis stages; materials 
determine the majority of 
mechanical properties for a part. 
The remainder of mechanical 
properties can be determined by 
the form and physical design of 
the part.

With reference to the images on 
the right of this page, aluminium 
alloys and steel alloys can differ 
incredibly due to their metallurgy 
and internal structures.

It is important to research and 
consider too the manufacturability 
of each metal/plastic. For example 
some metals are less ductile than 
others and would therefore not be 
suitable for sheet metal forming of 
any sort. This example is true of 
any material and the 
considerations that are required to 
be made for their production as 
well.  

It is evident that for my base plate, 
‘AISI Type 316 L Stainless Steel’ is 
the superior choice due to its high 
yield strength and smaller lower 
value of strain/displacement.

AISI Type 316L Stainless Steel -  Max displacement of 0.13mm Type 6061 Aluminium Alloy -  Max displacement of 3x study 1

AISI Type 316L Stainless Steel -  Higher stress but higher yield strength Type 6061 Aluminium Alloy -  Higher stress and beyond yield strength

AISI Type 316L Stainless Steel -  Minimum allowable FOS of 2.7 Type 6061 Aluminium Alloy -  Minimum FOS 0.9, not allowable

AISI Type 316 L Stainless Steel Type 6061 Aluminium Alloy



Specialisation

The specialisation for Product 
Design Engineering students 
required a brief description 
followed by a series of calculations 
based around key engineering 
disciplines/fields.

This section will focus on:

 Thermodynamics and     
 specifically heat transfer    
 equations

 Gear calculations for the belt  
 driven mechanism

 Power calculations which relate  
 to thermodynamics and    
 electronics

 Mechatronics layout for the   
 operation of a typical     
 bread-making  routine

The previous key sections covers 
the basics of all engineering 
principles associated with the 
Bread Maker and help to build a 
more compelling view for the 
viability of the concept and 
analysis.

For the Thermodynamics section I used the ‘heat energy balance’ to determine the time taken for the 
element (of a certain power rating) to raise the temperature of the air in the bread pan to an average 
200 degrees celsius from a room temperature of 20 degrees celsius. 

I began with calculating the volume of the bread pan (container being heated) and the volume within 
the bread pan (gas being heated). This allowed me to then find the mass of each quantity (m=ρ x v) 
and therefore the heat energy of each. Finally, I used the heat energy balance equation (assuming a 
fully insulated container) to find the final energy of the system.

The complete energy of the system can be translated to a power equation (P = E/T) in order find the 
time required to heat the system with an element of power rating 400W. This equation results in a 
final answer of ~168 seconds, this equates to 2 minutes 48 seconds.

Referencing the 
specifications of my motor 
and dia. of the two gears I 
was able to determine the 
output speed of my 
system. 140rpm was the 
resultant angular velocity; 
average for a breadmaker 
as range is 100-300rpm.

Gear calculations



The mechatronics of this bread 
maker are the operation and 
electrical control of the different 
sub-assemblies featured in the 
CAD model.

The following sub-assemblies and 
small sensors make use of the 
electrical circuit that I have chosen 
to control the Bread Maker:

 Bread Maker Motor

 Thermistor

 Lid Electromagnet

 3x Rotary Switch/Button

 Display Assembly

 230v 50/60hz AC Power

The diagram to the right shows the 
layout and segmentation of 
components in the mechatronics 
circuit of my bread maker. ‘Input 
Transducers’ feed into ‘Input 
Signalling Processing / Processor / 
Transducer Drivers’ (otherwise 
known as motherboard) which 
then feeds into the ‘Output 
Transducers’. 

Specialisation

Display

Motor

Electromagnets

Heating Element

Buzzer

Thermistor

Switch

Power Supply

Microprocessor

Switch

Input Transducers

Input Signalling Processing / Processor / Transducer Drivers

Switch

Input Transducers

O
utput Transducers

Output Transducers



Manufacturing

For plastics manufacturing I have 
decided to use wholly Injection 
Moulding. The use of a single 
process for all plastic components 
helps to reduce the steps for 
manufacturing and reduce the 
energy used to bring a component 
to its final form.

So too, this relates to my target 
market and persona’s drive for 
sustainability and ensuring that our 
impact is minimised and optimised 
at every step of the way. 

Injection moulding provides 
constraints for the design stages 
of the product’s life cycle, 
however, it is beneficial in the long 
run to achieve the goals set out in 
the previous paragraph. 

Injection Moulding, once 
large-scale manufacturing is 
achieved, allows for cheap 
run-time and low processing costs. 
For smaller batches of quantity 
this may not be as beneficial to the 
final unit price. Due to the 
commercial viability of a 
breadmaker I believe it is worth 
the tooling and setup costs.

Lid-Exterior: injection moulding

Dial-Cover: injection moulding

External-Body: injection moulding

Belt-Drive: injection moulding

Drive-Gear: injection moulding

External-Body-Bottom: injection moulding



Manufacturing

Metals manufacturing is a difficult 
process to simplify due to the 
complexity for which metal 
components are designed. 

In my design I have utilised 5 
forms of metal manufacturing 
processes:

 Casting

 CNC Machining

 Tube Forming

 Turning

 Sheet Metal Bending

Despite the use of multiple 
processes, the modularity of the 
components allow for easy 
disassembly and recyclability. 
Once again, linking in my focus on 
the sustainability aspect of my 
design. 

The materials presented in this 
section and the plastics section 
will now be tabulated and 
represented in a BOM and Costing 
analysis developed with the use of 
Excel spreadsheets.

Lid_interior: sheet metal bending

Casing: CNC machining

Bread-Pan-Handle: tube forming

Paddle: cast 

Axle: turning/cutting 

Tin Coupling: casting 

Element: bending 

Bracket: sheet metal bending 

Bread Pan: casting

Element Bracket: sheet metal

Brass Bushing: turning

Tin-Coupling Drive: sheet metal bending

Driver Gear: CNC machining / turning

Gear-to-Insulator Coupling: casting

Base Plate: sheet metal bending

Axle: turning/cutting



Costing

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. Volume Density Mass Price 
Per KG Cost

1 External_Body_Cover_Bottom ABS 1 0.00029 1052 0.30508 0.53 0.16169
2 External_Body_Cover_Top ABS 1 0.00063 1052 0.66276 0.53 0.35126
3 Base_Plate AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 8.58E-05 7861 0.67409 1.9 1.28077
4 Motor_Body n/a 1 0 3.8
5 Motor_Spindle n/a 1 0 n/a
6 Cover_Mounting_Plate 1060 Alloy 1 4.35E-05 2768 0.12027 1.7 0.20446
7 Insulator_to_external_body_seal Polyurethane 1 1.10E-05 200 0.0022 0
8 Insulator_tin AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 0.00023 7861 1.81224 1.9 3.44326

9 Heater_Element_Fastener 1060 Alloy 1 1.98E-07 2768 0.00055 1.7 0.00093

10 Heater_Element Polyurethane 1 5.30E-06 200 0.00106 0
11 Rotary_Dial_Switch n/a 3 0 0
12 Rotary_Dial_Body n/a 3 0 0
13 Rotary-Dial_cover ABS 3 2.38E-06 1052 0.0025 0.53 0.00133
14 Rotary_Dial_inset Silicon 3 2.62E-07 1246.5 0.00033 6.9 0.00225
15 Brass_Bushing_22mm Brass 1 3.30E-06 8500 0.02803 0
16 Motor_to_insulator_Coupling Cast Stainless Steel 1 4.24E-05 7861 0.33302 3.7
17 Coupling_Spindle_Top PA Type 6 1 1.09E-05 1100 0.01203 4.2 0.05051
18 Nylon_Washer Nylon 3 1100 0 0
19 Main_Gear_Axle AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.55E-06 7861 0.02005 1.9 0.03809
20 Bread_Tin_Coupling AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 3.28E-05 7861 0.2576 1.9 0.48943
21 Tin_Coupling_Shaft AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.36E-06 7861 0.01858 1.9 0.03531
22 Brass_Bushing_15mm Brass 1 2.50E-06 8500 0.02125 0
23 Bread_Tin_Seal Nitrile Rubber 1 3.74E-06 1000 0.00374 0
24 Tin_Shaft_Driver 1060 Alloy 1 1.28E-06 2768 0.00353 1.7 0.00601
25 Spring_Washer outsourced 1 0 0
26 Tin_Coupling_Circlip outsourced 1 0 0
27 Motor_Gear Stainless Steel 1 2.44E-06 7861 0.01916 3.7
28 Coupling_Gear Type 6 PA 1 3.14E-05 1100 0.03456 0
29 Coupling_Gear_Washer outsourced 1 0 0
30 Belt_Drive Polyurethane 1 1.46E-05 200 0.00292 0
31 Circlip outsourced 2 0 0
32 8mm_Washer outsourced 1 0 0
33 Tin_Ring_Seal Polyurethane 1 1.69E-07 200 3.4E-05 0
34 Bread_Tin AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 0.00011 7861 0.85723 1.9 1.62874
35 Display_Motherboard outsourced 1 0 0
36 Display_Seal outsourced 1 0 0
37 Display outsourced 1 0 0
38 Display_Glass Glass 1 1.61E-05 2500 0.04027 3.5 0.14095
39 Bread_Tin_Handle Type 314 Stainless Steel 1 3.81E-06 7861 0.02993 1.51 0.0452
40 External_Lid ABS 1 0.00026 1052 0.27833 0
41 External_Lid_Interior 1060 Alloy 1 5.70E-05 2768 0.15768 1.7 0.26806
42 Viewing_Glass Glass 1 3.22E-05 2500 0.08058 0
43 Paddle AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.81E-06 7861 0.02207 1.9 0.04194
44 Element_bracket 1060 Alloy 1 2.18E-07 2768 0.0006 1.7 0.00103
45 Countersunk M3x5 outsourced 9 1.1646
46 M3x25 Button Head outsourced 4 1.2936
47 M6x2 Button Head outsourced 3 0.34
48 M3x8 Button Head outsourced 9 0.813
49 M3x15 Button Head outsourced 3 0.915
50 M4x4 Nut outsourced 1 0.037

2.68

3.68

1.96

5.9

0.5

0.3
2.8

1.6

0.7
0.01

2.5

4.92

4.92

1.14

0.1
0.23
0.4

0.53

0.32

£85.32

1.33

1.23
0.98

0.98

0.38

Total



ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTIONQTY.

1 External_Body_Cover_Bottom ABS 1 0.00029 0.16169
2 External_Body_Cover_Top ABS 1 0.00063 1052 0.66276 0.53 0.35126
3 Base_Plate AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 8.58E-05 7861 0.67409 1.9 1.28077
4 Motor_Body n/a 1 0
5 Motor_Spindle n/a 1 0 n/a
6 Cover_Mounting_Plate 1060 Alloy 1 4.35E-05 2768 0.12027 1.7 0.20446
7 Insulator_to_external_body_seal Polyurethane 1 1.10E-05 200 0.0022
8 Insulator_tin AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 0.00023 7861 1.81224 1.9 3.44326

9 Heater_Element_Fastener 1060 Alloy 1 1.98E-07 2768 0.00055 1.7 0.00093

10 Heater_Element n/a 1 5.30E-06 200 0.00106
11 Rotary_Dial_Switch n/a 3 0
12 Rotary_Dial_Body n/a 3 0
13 Rotary-Dial_cover ABS 3 2.38E-06 1052 0.0025 0.53 0.00133
14 Rotary_Dial_inset Silicon 3 2.62E-07 1246.5 0.00033 6.9 0.00225
15 Brass_Bushing_22mm Brass 1 3.30E-06 8500 0.02803
16 Motor_to_insulator_Coupling Cast Stainless Steel 1 4.24E-05 7861 0.33302 3.7
17 Coupling_Spindle_Top PA Type 6 1 1.09E-05 1100 0.01203 4.2 0.05051
18 Nylon_Washer Nylon 3 1100 0
19 Main_Gear_Axle AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.55E-06 7861 0.02005 1.9 0.03809
20 Bread_Tin_Coupling AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 3.28E-05 7861 0.2576 1.9 0.48943
21 Tin_Coupling_Shaft AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.36E-06 7861 0.01858 1.9 0.03531
22 Brass_Bushing_15mm Brass 1 2.50E-06 8500 0.02125
23 Bread_Tin_Seal Nitrile Rubber 1 3.74E-06 1000 0.00374
24 Tin_Shaft_Driver 1060 Alloy 1 1.28E-06 2768 0.00353 1.7 0.00601
25 Spring_Washer outsourced 1 0
26 Tin_Coupling_Circlip outsourced 1 0
27 Motor_Gear Stainless Steel 1 2.44E-06 7861 0.01916 3.7
28 Coupling_Gear Type 6 PA 1 3.14E-05 1100 0.03456
29 Coupling_Gear_Washer outsourced 1 0
30 Belt_Drive Polyurethane 1 1.46E-05 200 0.00292
31 Circlip outsourced 2 0
32 8mm_Washer outsourced 1 0
33 Tin_Ring_Seal Polyurethane 1 1.69E-07 200 3.4E-05
34 Bread_Tin AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 0.00011 7861 0.85723 1.9 1.62874
35 Display_Motherboard outsourced 1 0
36 Display_Seal outsourced 1 0
37 Display outsourced 1 0
38 Display_Glass Glass 1 1.61E-05 2500 0.04027 3.5 0.14095
39 Bread_Tin_Handle Type 314 Stainless Steel 1 3.81E-06 7861 0.02993 1.51 0.0452
40 External_Lid ABS 1 0.00026 1052 0.27833
41 External_Lid_Interior 1060 Alloy 1 5.70E-05 2768 0.15768 1.7 0.26806
42 Viewing_Glass Glass 1 3.22E-05 2500 0.08058
43 Paddle AISI 316L Stainless Steel 1 2.81E-06 7861 0.02207 1.9 0.04194
44 Element_bracket 1060 Alloy 1 2.18E-07 2768 0.0006 1.7 0.00103
45 Countersunk M3x5 outsourced 9 1.1646
46 M3x25 Button Head outsourced 4 1.2936
47 M6x2 Button Head outsourced 3
48 M3x8 Button Head outsourced 9
49 M3x15 Button Head outsourced 3
50 M4x4 Nut outsourced 1

£85.32Total
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